Warnings
This disk contains computer game software. Never use it in another
system, as it could damage it. Read the instruction manual of the
system carefully to ensure a correct use.
Keep the disc away from sources of heat, sunlight or excessive
humidity. Do not attempt to use cracked or deformed discs, or those
that have been repaired by applying some type of adhesive, as this
could lead to a malfunction.

Health recommendations
Try to rest about 15 minutes for each hour you play with your
computer. Don´t play computer games if you are tired or you haven’t
rest enough. Always play in well-lit rooms and stay as far away
as possible from the screen that the cable allows. Under normal
conditions certain people may experience epileptic seizures when
exposed to lights, light shapes or geometric shapes constantly, which
makes them susceptible to attacks while watching television or using
video games. Even those players who have never suffered epileptic
seizures, may suffer from epilepsy without knowing it. Consult your
doctor before using a video game if you suffer from epilepsy or if
you experience dizziness, blurred vision, muscle spasms or other
involuntary movements, disorientation, confusion or convulsions.

Piracy
The integral or partial reproduction of this product, as well as the use
of registered trademarks without the pertinent authorizations, constitute an offense. Illegal use is detrimental both to consumers and to the
creators, publishers and sellers of the product.
If you suspect that this product is a copy without authorization, or has
information about a pirated product, or has any information according
to pirated products or methods used to avoid our protection measures,
send an email to the address support@luegolu3go.com
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System of Classification by Ages PEGI

(Code that regulates pan-European information about games)

Age rating
The PEGI age rating system protects children from inappropriate
games for their age. PLEASE NOTE that it is not a game difficulty
rating system. PEGI will allow both parents and those who buy
games for children, choose the games that best suit the age of
the player they are intended for. This classification comprises two
parts, the first part is a classification by age:

Content rating
The second part consists of different icons that describe the content of
the game. Depending on the game, there could be a variable number
of such icons. The age rating of the game reflects the intensity of its
content. The icons are the following:

For more information, please visit https://pegi.info/
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Nogalious is equipped with both the keyboard and control game
function. You can also configure your favorite keys or buttons by
following these options in the menu:

Game menu

Options

Redefine

Shoot

Open doors
Action sweep/release

Configure

Jump
Direction

change of weapon
It is not possible to toggle between the controller and the keyboard
during the game. If you want to play with the keyboard and redefine
keys, please disconnect the remote.
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Nogalious, first title of the trilogy “The Chronicles of Nogalious”,
introduces us to the fantastic world of Russadir, where Nogalious
will have to face innumerable puzzles and enemies, until he manages to
recover his daughter Mariet who has been kidnapped by the evil Darama,
convinced to rule in the kingdom by all means.
Nogalious will have to make a fantastic trip through the town of Hack,
the cemetery that is on the outskirts and that hides a secret grotto
protected by spiders, until he reaches the castle of Darama. After
that, he will need to get to reach the underground where the secret
entrance to the tower is, and finally, reach the sorcerer and face her.
Throughout his adventure, Nogalious must collect the largest number
of Dragon Stones and discover the hidden challenges in the hidden
dungeons along the five levels or worlds of Russadir. Hurry up and go
ahead calmly. Always think before acting. Go and recover your biggest
treasure!
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The evil Darama has kidnapped your daughter Mariet with a dark purpose
that goes beyond ruling Russadir. You must cross different worlds
until you reach the castle of Darama, where you will find it hidden in
the tower. After that, you can save Mariet. Throughout your adventure,
you will need different keys that will allow you to advance along the
way. You must also collect Dragon Stones that will help you with the
different challenges you will face.
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Nogalious
Nogalious, although he was a
former knight of the kingdom
of Russadir, lives with his
daughter Mariet in a village
away from the city. He still has
great relationship with Alphan,
king of Russadir.

Mariet
The cheerful and funny Mariet
lives with his father Nogalious
in a beautiful country house. She
knows nothing about the evil
plans of Darama or about the
adventure that is about to start.
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The minions are the most dangerous enemies that you are going to face. They are
ruthless and most of the time they attack in group. Although the sword is the most
effective weapon, the mines will allow you to eliminate more than one at a time.

The armies of minions follow the orders of Darama
and her four generals: Zovach, Grotton, Harmor
and Lordak. Do not trust them. They will run after
you. They will also jump to catch you.

The Generals
The
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Zovach
He is hidden in the forest and his
claws are terrible. An army of
minions accompanies him.

Grotton
A particular enemy, you will only
beat if you are capable of discovering
the names that are hidden in the
tombstones of his den.

Harmor
The spirit of an evil demon is housed
in this terrible murderous armor,
which will try to kill you, with its
sword and its crossbow.

Lordak
The
fearsome
protector
of
underground castle dungeons of
Darama awaits you surrounded by fire,
with the only purpose of preventing
you from entering the castle tower.
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Darama
Darama, not so long ago, was
the right hand of King Alphan
in the kingdom of Russadir, but
her advice always violent and
provoking wars, led the king to
stop counting on her services
and he lost confidence in her.
Darama did not forgive him and
promised to take revenge.
Today she lives in her castle on
the north border of Russadir, in
a dark territory.
Darama has plotted a delicate
plan in which to conquer
Russadir is just one piece
in this great puzzle and is
not willing for anything or
anyone to prevent it from being
successfully completed.
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The Cloak
It will make you invisible to your enemies and they
will not realize that you are close to them, but
beware, this does not mean that they can’t kill you.

The feather
Make the most of the power of your sword and attack
your enemies from a distance. Just press the button
shoot longer.

The Boots
Access spaces where you could not reach before
and avoid enemies thanks to the double jump that
magical boots of the magician Jourdan allow you.

The Shield
A highly valued object in Russadir and other neighboring
kingdoms. The famous shield of Cuper, will prevent you
from dying if an enemy reaches you. It has no value if you
fall into the water.

The Potion
Thanks to the potion you will be able to access
locations where only the inhabitants and the
smallest beings of the kingdom could access.
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The Sword
Use the sword to kill enemies or damage them until
you finish them. If you have the feather, you can
make quicker attacks.

e

The Arrow

Attack at a distance and show your skills with the bow.
There will be many times when you can’t get close to
the enemies and you will need a remote attack.

The Boomerang
A directed, subtle, delicate and at the same time very
effective attack. There are enemies that can just be
killed with the boomerang.

The Mine
This powerful weapon will allow you to kill more than
one enemy at a time, but be careful or you can also be a
victim of its power.

The Magic
The most delicate weapon, the most powerful and the
most necessary to destroy Darama. Get invulnerability
for 5 seconds and take advantage to kill your enemies.
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1. The Town
Nogalious starts his adventure
in search of Marieta leaving
behind Russadir.

3. The Cemetery
Before you get to the castle of
Darama, you will have to cross
a cemetery with many hidden
secrets inside.

2. The Castle
Once in the castle of Darama, you
will have to avoid the dangers
of its rooms until you reach
the secret entrance of the
tower, which is placed in the
underground dungeons.

4. The underground Dungeons
The only way to access the castle
tower is through the dungeons.
They are full of dangers.
BE CAREFUL!!!

5. The Tower
At the top of the tower Darama
is waiting for you. Meanwhile
she smiles at Mariet who is
handcuffed, half hidden in a
corner.
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Find them and go further
Throughout the game,
Nogalious has the possibility
to discover hidden dungeons
in each of the worlds. These
hidden dungeons represent
new challenges that will
allow the player to obtain
objects that will help him
along his adventure.
The dungeons are well hidden
and it will not always be easy
to access them. There are
dungeons that are directly
accessed by opening a door,
there are dungeons that, to get
to them you must meet a series
of requirements and there
are others, which are simply
in one place and tomorrow in
another one.
Good luck Nogalious!! We hope
that you find all the secrets of
this adventure.
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Status Screen

The first row informs us of the screen in which we are, the points
and the lives.

Hints and Secret Doors
The whim fire tells
us the amount of
clues that are
available in this
world and the ones
already received.

The door informs
us of the number of
secret rooms that
we have already
visited.

Weapons

In this strip you can see the weapons you can use. By putting the
desired one in the box, it is selected.

Power Objects

This strip tells us which objects of power we have already collected
and have available.
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Nogalious incorporates LPGS (LUEGOLU3GO PLAY GAME SERVICES)
services that allow you as a player to share your brand with other
players worldwide. To activate this service, which is totally free, just
follow the menu options:
Main Menu

Configuration

Online scoreboard

Once the service is activated, your brand will be updated in real time
among the 100 best brands. It will be visible in www.nogalious.com
This service requires internet connection.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS LICENSED, NOT SOLD. LUEGOLU3GO STUDIOS of #10
BIS Naranjo de Bulnes, Urb. Ciudalcampo, San Sebastián de los Reyes,
Madrid, Spain and its affiliated companies (collectively, “LUEGOLU3GO
STUDIOS” or “We”) reserves all rights not expressly granted to you. The
products that are subject to this license are referred to in this license
as the Game Software, Editors, Additional Content, Physical Materials
and Key Code (each as defined below) and collectively as the “Product”.
You have access to the complete agreement at www.luegolu3go.com/eula
If you have any questions about this agreement, you can reach
LUEGOLU3GO STUDIOS at #10 BIS Naranjo de Bulnes, Urb. Ciudalcampo,
San Sebastián de los Reyes, Madrid, Spain, Attn. Legal Department.
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